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The search for a deployment solution  
WEKA were looking to move away from painful, manual deployments with Change Sets. Once they began a free trial of Gearset, 
their team realized that it gave far more visibility over the entire process. By showing a side-by-side comparison of all changed, 
new and deleted items in your source and target orgs, Gearset gives WEKA clarity and enables them to build a deployment 
package in just a couple of clicks.

Katia Gleber, Business Applications Manager at WEKA, found that Gearset’s Change Monitoring capabilities are like a ‘snapshot’, 
giving “complete visibility of the differences between two orgs and much more control.”

Gearset killed two birds with one stone! 
At the same time, WEKA had just implemented CPQ and were looking to move away from using Salesforce’s Data Loader. 
Katia was impressed with Gearset’s latest CPQ release method and realized they had chosen the right solution for their 
Salesforce needs: “We had to deliver some urgent tasks. Thanks to Gearset, I could deploy CPQ data in 5 minutes and move 
on to focus on more important tasks!” 

Whereas CPQ sandbox data seeding used to be a manual process, “with Gearset, it’s just the click of a button! I don’t need to 
export data or establish any connections anymore, so now it just takes me a few minutes,” explained Katia. “The process is 
intuitive, efficient, and saves tons of time!”

The ability to handle all Salesforce deployments with one solution 
Weka was looking for a platform to answer both release management requirements and CPQ deployments — they found both 
in Gearset! 

Weka is a data storage platform that supports a variety of use cases, from AI to containers.
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Results

“We chose Gearset to support us with our deployments and CPQ, 
and it has made our work so efficient, accurate and easy!”

Katia Gleber, Business Applications Manager, WEKA


